Acknowledgements & Use of the logo

In the funding contract, the principal investigator agrees to note the support provided by Velux Stiftung in a suitable manner in every publication and/or public or private presentation of the project.

THE ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

- The following core formulations are recommended: supported, financed, initiated, made possible, provided with start-up financing and provided a grant.

- The formulation sponsoring should be avoided.

THE LOGO

The Velux Stiftung lettering/logo can be downloaded on our website in various graphical formats.

- The logo of Velux Stiftung has to be presented on screen presentations and poster presentations. It may be omitted only in exceptional cases.

- The logo should always be displayed at a size readily legible.

- The logo should be placed horizontally.

- Please use the available formats as follows: PNG, JPG or TIF for screen presentations and EPS for print products (e.g. a poster).